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6HAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem*—- Directed observation of
children in the classroom and play situations led the
writer to the hypothesis that the various deviations in
behavior of these children were in some way related to
their social backgrounds. The problem Involved in this
study, therefore, was to determine whether the behavior
problems manifested by Negro children varied from class
to class. More concisely, the problem was to determine
the extent to which the social class of the parents was
related to the behavior problems manifested by the
children. The specific hypothesis is that there is a
wide range of behavior problems in each class and that
these behavior problems vary in each class qualitatively
rather than quantitatively, as measured by the Haggerty-
Olson-Wlclanan Behavior Rating Schedule: Schedule A and
the Stogdill Behavior Cards.
The following statement given by Shaeffer relates
specifically to the problem Involved in this study and
supports the writer's belief that there is, indeed, a





..• Human beings are being directly affected
by many findings and opinions which have been
arrived at In an unscientific manner; and such
conditions are unjust and unwise both from a
humanitarian and logical point of view.
The situation Is especially acute. It seems
to the author. In the case of children, teen¬
agers, and young adults. They, especially, are
the ones In our society who are most caught up
In the restrictions and frustrations which seem
to be a part of civilised living; and it Is their
actions which are often officially Judged and act¬
ed upon...The findings stand to support the author's
contention, for Instance, that a functional head¬
ache in a middle class boy and repeated truancies
from school by a lower class boy are homologous In
the sense that both boys may be reacting to the
same frustration but in a dissimilar manner, deter¬
mined, respectively, by social class value-atti¬
tudes.
Turned around, It is contended by the author
that when a middle class boy Is found to be re¬
peatedly truant from school whereas his lower class
companion Is found to develop obviously psyoho-
somatlo? difficulties there Is more valid reason to
suspect the possibility of a bona fide case of de¬
linquency In the case of the middle class boy and
a neurosis In the lower class boy. Each, In this
latter Instance, has departed from the precepts of
his social class status—something to be really
worried about than In the former instance where
social class status behavior Is'. ex£>ected but also
acted upon.i
Definition of Teimis.— The writer has adopted the fol¬
lowing definition of terms In this study:
1. Behavior Problem refers to any undesirable re¬
sponses given by the child to the Stogdlll Be¬
havior Cards, or any items rated as occurring
once or twice, or occasionally, and/or frequently
1
Louis E. Shaeffer, "The Variation of Clinically Ob¬
served Adjustment Eesponses with Social Class Status in
group of United States Army Soldiers." Unpublished M.
. thesis. University of Chicago, 19^8, p. I03.
3
on the Haggerty-Olson-Wlckman Behavior Rating
Schedule: Schedule A«
2, Social Class as used In this study refers to the
five classes listed below which were derived from
the Index of Status Characteristics^ (ISC) of
each subject. This study made use of a modified
form of the ISO based on the Indices of occupa-
2
tlon, education and source of Income. Scores on
the ISO may range from 12 to 84, a score of 12 be¬
ing the highest possible score with reference to
social class and 84 being the lowest possible
score.
a. Upper (U) class refers to the class In which
the subjects with an ISO ranging from 12 to
22 fall,
b. Upper-Middle (UM) class consists of ISO scores
ranging from 23 to 37*
c. Lower-Middle (LM) class consists of ISO scores
ranging from 38 to 52.
d. The Upper-Lower (UL) class consists of ISO
scores ranging from 53 to 66.
e. The Lower-Lower (LL) class consists of ISO
scores ranging from 67 to 84,
_
W. Lloyd Warner, Marchla Meeker, and Kenneth Eells,
Social Class In America (Chicago, 1949).
2
Carson McGuire, "Social Status, Peer Status, and So¬
cial Mobility." Unpublished memorandum of the Committee
on Human Development, University of Chicago, 1948.
4
Related Literature.— The literature related to social
class and behavior patterns, as such, was voluminous; how¬
ever, studies dealing specifically with the relationship
between certain behavior problems of children and the so¬
cial class of the family were not available* The most
closely-related study found was that of Shaeffer^ who
studied the variation of "overt* and "covert" adjustment
responses of 337 adult males according to the "rises or
falls on the social class status scale*" Shaeffer con¬
cludes that those subjects who were classified In the
lower-lower and upper-lower levels of the social class
status system characteristically displayed "overt" adjust¬
ment responses, such as, absence without leave, physical
or verbal assault, drunkenness and theft* On the other
hand, those who were classified In the higher levels dis¬
played "covert" adjustment responses, such as, headaches,
nervousness, body pains, etc*
Such studies as those by Davis and Dollard, Frazier*'
Johnson,^ Sutherland,^ and Warner, Junker, and
"^ouls E* Shaeffer, on. olt*, pp* 106-7*
2
Allison Davis and John Dollard, Children of Bondage
(Washington, D* C*, 1940)*
3
-'E* Franklin Frazier, Negro Youth at the Crossways
(Washington, D, 0*, 1940)*
4
Charles S* Johnson, Growing uo In the Black Belt
(Washington, D* C., 1941)*
^Robert L* Sutherland, Color. Class and Personality
(Washington, D* C*, 1942)*
5
Adams,^ have pointed out the behavior patterns which are
common among the members of given social classes in our
society. This section will be devoted primarily to a
discussion of these behavior patterns and other aspects
related to behavior problems. Other studies will be com¬
pared with the findings of this study in the last chapter.
2
Neugarten conducted a study to determine whether the
social class position of the family was a contributing
factor in the child's choice of friends, or in the child's
reputation among his age mates* She compared the choices
of children at two levels in school: one a group of fifth
and sixth graders, the other a group of tenth and eleventh
graders. Her conclusions reveal that children are select¬
ed as friends by children from their own social level more
often than by children from other social levels. She
further discovered that with the exception of the group
of lowest status, children tend to select as friends, first,
children of higher status than their own and, second
children of their own status level." This indicates that
the lower the social status of the subject, the fewer times
he was mentioned as "best friend," but was frequently men¬
tioned as "don't want for a friend."
_
VT. Lloyd Warner, Buford Junker, and Walter Adams,
Color and Human Nature (Washington, D. 0., 194l).
2
Bernice L. Neugarten, "Social Class and Friendship
Among School Children." Reprinted for private circulation
from The American Journal of Sociology. LI (January, 1946),
305-lT.
Lurie and otliers ouncluded that the "home Is the hul-
warh and the chief resistance-point in warding off possible
harmful effects of vicious and unwholesome environmental
influences."^ They; found that ninety-nine per cent: of the
behavior disorders of 400 cases studied were "due entirely
to bad neighborhood influences." This factu Illustrates the
Imiportanoe of environmental factors in formulating desirable
or undesirable behavior patterns.
O
Schnechenburger compared attitudes of children from
"proletarian" homes with attitudes of children of similar
ages from middle class of "bourgeois" background. No dif¬
ferences appeared in reaction to pictures of boys (a) at¬
tacking a girl or (b) sticking a sleeping grandfather with
a pin; but on (c) a picture of a thug clubbing a rich man,
the testimony (oral) of the proletarian children showed
twenty^-eight per cent approving and fifteen per cent ex¬
cusing, while among tha bourgeois children only ten per
cent, approved and none suggested ..excuses.
1
Lurie, et.. , "Environmental InfluencesAmerican
Journal of Orthopsychiatry. XLIII (January, 1943).
^H. Schneckenburger, "Die Altersentwlcklung uhd Mllleu-
bedlngtheit des sosialethixchen Yerstandnlsses belm pro-
letarischen Kinds." (The Development to Maturity and the
Conditioning influence of the Social Ethical Comprehension
of the Child of the Proletarian), Zeitschrift fur ange-
wandte Psychologle. XXXIV (1932) as cited in Watson Good¬
win, "Social Attitudes," Journal of Educational Research.
V (June, 1935)» 267.
7
Relatively high rates of delinquency among Negroes
were reported by Blanshard who studied Negro delinquents
In New York. Blanshard's findings suggested poverty as
one of the most contributing factors In delinquency. In
2
like manner, Hentlg attributed the high delinquency rate
among Negro girls to the density of Negro population In
delinquency areas, to Instability of residence, broken
marriages, and the unfavorable attitude toward Negroes of
many law-enforcing agencies. On the other hand. Watts,
In comparing two groups of adolescent Negroes, one delin¬
quent and one non-delinquent, was unable to find an ade¬
quate explanation In terms of economic, social, or environ¬
mental factors.
Unlike some of the studies mentioned In this chapter,
the writer will not use the term "delinquent behavior"
or "delinquency" as synonymous with "behavior problems"
In this study. It Is felt that a legal term should not
be adopted by research-minded persons as a psychologlcally-
dlagnostlc term.
Paul Blanshard, "Negro Delinquency In New York,"
Journal of Educational Sociology. XVI ’October, 19^2),
115-23.
2
Hans V. Hentlg, "The Criminality of the Colored
Woman," University of Colorado Studies In Social Science.
I (May, 19^2), 231-60.
^Frederick P. Watts, "A Comparative Clinical Study of
Delinquent and Non-Delinquent Negro Boys," Journal of
Negro Education. X (April, 19^1), 190-20?.
8
These studies Illustrate aspects of behavior which
appear to have some measure of relationship with social
class factors. The concensus of these studies is that
the environmental factors play a very Important role In
the behavior patterns of members from all social classes.
CHAPTER II
COLLECTION AND CLASSIFICATION OF THE DATA
Purpose and Division of the Chapter.— The primary
purpose of this chapter is to present the data and a
thorough classification of the data to the reader. The
sample is presented in the first half and the procedure
used in this study la presented in the last half of the
chapter.
The Sample.—* The data used in this study were ob¬
tained from seventh grade students at the Oglethorpe
Laboratory School of Atlanta University and five of the
Negro public schools of Atlanta, Georgia, during the
school year of 1950.
A Classification Sheet^ was prepared to serve a two¬
fold purpose: (l) to secure personal information about
the subjects and their parents or parent-persons, and
(2) to enable the writer to become acquainted with the
pupils by assisting them in filling in the blanks proper¬
ly. There were 312 seventh grade students who responded
to the items on the Classification Sheet and from this
number fifty were selected according to the occupation
of the parents or parent-persons and the reading grades




Behavior Cards.^ it was necessary that the subjects have
a reading grade of 4.5 or above so that adequate results
could be obtained from the use of the Behavior Cards.
The reading scores were obtained from the total reading
score of the Iowa Silent Reading Test which had been
given by the school personnel to the students earlier in
the school year.
The selection of subjects according to the occupation
of the parents was made through reference to the data
2
presented by Pierce. A careful observation of these
data reveals that the greater proportion of the Kegro
population of Atlanta are servantsi laborers and semi¬
skilled workers. These persons» if classified, would
mainly fall in the upper-lower and lower-lower social
classes. It therefore appeared to be important that the
writer Include a larger percentage of the subjects whose
parents* occupations would be classified in these two
classes than those of other social class groups.
The subjects were classified on Personality Oards^
4
and assigned to the social class into which the par¬
ticular score fell. This form was obtained from the
Sociology Department at Atlanta University and served
^
R. M. Stogdlll, "The Behavior Cards." Manual of Di¬
rections .
2





as the basis for computing the ISC of the subjects and the
subsequent assignment of a social class rating to the sub¬
jects*
Warner's^ four indices for computing ISO are occupa¬
tion, source of Income, house type and dwelling area*
These factors have been weighted into a somewhat standard
scale* However, Warner recognized that other indices
might be more appropriate in measuring status in some com¬
munities* Some of these alternate indices are: education,
ethnicity, amount of income, religious affiliations, in¬
stitutional membership. In this study it was more ad¬
visable to employ the following indices: occupation, edu¬
cation, and source of income* These indices have been
2
weighted by Warner and McGuire for computing the ISC and
their reliability and validity are as statistically de¬
pendable as the other indices which Warner employs in his
study of Jonesville.^
House type and dwelling area were omitted as indices
in the scale for this study because, first, it was neither
convenient nor practical to visit the home of each inform¬
ant and rate that particular home. They were too widely
scattered and the time and cost factors would have been
prohibitive. In regard to area lived in, second, the
entire city of Atlanta has not been rated by areas. This
1 —— —
W. Lloyd Warner, op. clt.
2
J* Carson McGuire, op* pit., pp. 5-7*
3W* Lloyd Warner, Democracy in Jonesvllle (New York.
19^9).
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ethnological data were not available at the time of the
study; therefore, It was impossible to give a score to
the location of the Informants used in this study. More¬
over, It was felt that education was a more valid crite¬
rion for measuring social status in a Negro community.
Table I shows the social class distribution of the
sample as derived from the ISO scores of the fifty sub¬
jects used in this study.
TABLE 1




Test Sample Mean Median Range
U 1 2 20.00 20.00 20-
UM 8 16 29.62 28.00 24-37
LM 13 26 43.46 44.00 38-49
UL 17 3^ 60.47 60.00 55-66
LL 11 22 71.36 71.00 67-76
Total 50 100
The fifty subjects used in this study represent five




Marchla Meeker, and Kenneth Sells,
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existing In our society. The range of ISO scores was
from 20 to 76t representing a five-class spread.
Table 2 shows the social class distribution of this
population compared with that of two other populations.
TABLE 2
PROPORTIONAL CLASSIFICATION OF THREE POPULATIONS







u 2.0 3.0 3.3
UM 16.0 10.2 7.4
LM 26.0 28.1 35.7
UL 34.0 32.6 41.7
LL 22.0 25.2 11.9
^ased on fifty seventh grade students in Atlanta,
Georgia,
b
Based on about 17,000 residents of an eastern sea¬
board city in the United States.1
^Based on about 2,000 families in a small midwestern
city in the United States.^
This table might provide a partial basis upon which
to consider the population of this study representative
1
W, Lloyd Warner and Paul S. Lunt, The Social Life
of a Modern Community (New Haven, 19^1), p. 88.
2
V. Lloyd Warner, "Midwest Study." Unpub¬
lished analyses of the Committee on Human Development,
University of Chicago, 1948.
o£ social class; status in the United States*
Throughout, this? study, the upper-class subject, is be¬
ing used for descriptive purposes only, and no attempt:
will be made to compare the single upper-class person with
members of the other four social classes*
Table III shovs the distribution of the chronological
ages and the sex ot the subjects used in this study, within
each of the five social class groupings*
TABLE 3 f
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES AND SEX OF
SUBJECTS GROUPED ACCORDING
TO SOCIAL CLASS I'
SC N ChronolopTlcal As:ea Sex
Hear Median Range Boys Girls
u 1 12.0 12*0 12-
♦
1
UM 8 11.9 11.9 11-13 ' 5 3
LM 13 12.0 12.0 11-15 7 6
UL 17 12.5 12.6 11-1^ 7 10
LL 11 12.3 12.0 12-13 9 2
Total 50 29 21
The chronological ages ranged from 11 to 15, with the
subjects in the upper-lower class tending to be the oldest
subjects and those in the upper-middle the youngest sub¬
jects* There are 30 boys and 20 girls in the study sample.
15
The upper-lower class has a larger number of boys; the
middle classes are about equally distributed with refer¬
ence to sex.
Table 4 shows the distribution of the intelligence
test scores and the reading test scores of the study
sample. The intelligence quotients of the subjects were
derived from the Otis auick Scoring Test of Mental Ability
and the reading scores from the Iowa Silent Reading Test.
TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS AND
THE READING GRADES OF SUBJECTS
SC
Intelllerenoe Quotients Reading Grades
No. Mean Meaian Mange Mean Meaian Mange
u 1 98 98 98- 4.9 4.9 4.9
UM 8 107 101 95-126 5.5 5.1 4.5-7.0
LM 13 104 105 77-135 5.9 5.7 4.5-9.5
UL 17 89 83 64-116 5.3 5.1 4.5-7.2
LL 11 88 84 60-100 5.1 5.1 4.5-5.9
The IQ'8 ranged from 6o to 135 with the lowest IQ
falling in the lower-lower class and the highest IQ in
the lower-middle class. The reading grades ranged from
4.5 to 9-5* The lowest reading grade, 4,5, was found in
all classes and the highest reading grade, 9*5, was in
the lower-middle class. The lower-middle class subjects
tended to have higher reading grades than the subjects
In the other classes. The difference, however. Is only
In terms of months with the average reading grade for
all the subjects being the fifth. The exception was
the upper class subject who read on the fourth grade
level.
Each subject was ashed to write the name of his best
friend and least-llhed acquaintance on the Classification
Sheet. This Information was necessary because both the
best friend and the least-liked acquaintance of each sub¬
ject were expected to rate him on the Haggertv-Olson-
Wlckman Behavior Rating Schedule: Schedule A.
In securing this Information, the writer found It
necessary to explain the meaning of "least-liked acquaint¬
ance" to the pupils since they at first thought they were
esqjected to designate a person whom they disliked. In ex¬
plaining the meaning of this temn to the group, the writer
used the example of their wanting to Invite several of
their friends to a party to be given at their home. They
were asked to write the name of the person In the class
who would be the last person on their Invitation list.
When this example did not suffice for a few (3 or 4)
Individuals, other examples were suggested by the teachers
since they had more knowledge of the types of analogies
which would elicit the desired responses from these sub¬
jects. These selections of best friends and the least-
liked acquaintances are given In Table 5. This table
shows the distribution according to the social class of
17
both the chooser and the chosen*
TABLE 5
DISTRIBUTION OF ISO SCORES OF BEST FRIENDS AND
LEAST-LIKED ACQUAINTANCES SELECTED
BY THE SUBJECTS
SC of Best Friends
Least-Liked
Acoualntanees
Chooser Range Mode SC of
Chosen
Range Mode SC of
Chosen
U 24 UM 33- 33 UM
DM 34-76 62 DL 33-76 76 LL
LM 37-76 62 DL 37-76 71 LL
DL 45-76 71 LL 46-76 ' 71 LL
LL 56-76 76 LL 51-73 71 LL
For the upper-middle class subjects, the selection
of best friends ranged from upper-middle to lower-lower.
More subjects selected their best friens from the upper-
lower class than from any other class. The selection of
least-liked acquaintances also ranged from the upper-
middle to the lowei^-lower classes. In all the classes,
with the exception of the upper class subject, a lower-
lower class person was disliked by a majority of the
subjects.
In the lower-middle class, the subjects* selection of
their best friends ranged from the upper-middle class to
the lower-lower class* In this class, also, upper-lower
18
Claes persons were selected as best friends by a majority
of the subjects*
In the upper-lower class* the selection of best friends
ranged from the lowe3>-mlddle class to the lower—lower class*
The lower-lower class persons were frequently selected as
best friends.
In the lower-lower class* the selection of best
friends ranged only from the upper-lower class to the low¬
er-lower class* Lower-lower class persons were also se¬
lected as least-lihed acquaintances by a large number of
the subjects*
An analysis of the data reveals that a majority of
the subjects selected their friends from classes lower
than their own* For the most part* they selected their
least-lihed acquaintances from the lower classes* Kone
of the members of the lower-middle class selected a per¬
son in their own class as being least-lihed by them. This
same fact is also true of the upper-lower class subjects*
The social class of best friends varied widely and only
in the lower-lower class was there a tendency for the sub¬
jects to select their best friends from within their own
social class*
The Procedure*— The best friend and the least-liked
acquaintances for each subject were asked to rate each
subject on the Haggertv-Olson-VTickman Behavior Rating




writer. In this study, Imaginative lying was omitted
from Schedule A because it was difficult for the raters
(best friends and least-liked acquaintances) to dis¬
tinguish between •imaginative lying* and “lying.” The
writer felt that the results obtained from using only
■lying" were Just as reliable as they would have been
had this item been included.
The writer met with the friends and least-liked ac¬
quaintances of the test sample and asked them questions
pertaining to the items on Schedule A. The writer rated
each subject according to the responses given by the best
friend or least-liked acquaintance of each subject. This
method was used since it was felt that the pupils could
not understand the procedure involved sufficiently ade¬
quately to rate the subjects themselves.
These subjects also met with the writer in individual
conferences and were asked the same questions as had been
asked of their best friends and least-liked acquaintances
in order to obtain a score for self-rating on the behavior
rating scale. The subjects were also asked to respond to
the Stogdill Behavior Cards at the same conference or a
later one.
The teachers were Instructed as to the purpose of the
study and were given the directions for rating the sub¬
jects. Preliminary instructions were given so that much
of the subjectivity of many of the teachers might be al¬
leviated.
20
The conference room was in most instances the library
or a small room in the school building which was occupied
only by the subject and the writer. The writer had spent,
by this time, a good deal of time at each school and had
become friendly with a number of the subjects. Thus, by
the time the subjects and their raters met with her, it
was felt that enough Interpersonal rapport existed to ob¬
tain adequate responses.
Hull hypotheses were formulated and tested according
to the most adequate statistical formulas available.
These results will be presented in Chapter 3 and the con¬
clusions growing out of these results will be presented
in Chapter 4.
CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
Ratings by Best Friends and Leaet-Liked Acquaint-
ances*— The ratings of the best friends on the Haggerty-
Olson-Wlokman Behavior Rating Schedule: Schedule A for
the subjects are shown In Table 6.
TABLE 6
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RATINGS GIVEN THE SUBJECTS






u 1 24- 24.00 24.00
UM 8 0-28 12.75 12.00
LM 13 4-75 29.54 20.00
UL 17 11-72 26.35 21.00
LL 11 4-62 27.73 oo.oCVl
The ratings I considering all classes, ranged from
0 to 75• There la a wider range of scores In the lower-
middle with the dispersion In the upper-lower and lower-
lower classes similar to the lower-middle class* The
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ratings of the test sample hy their best friends tended to
be higher in these three social class groups. In the
upper-middle classi the ratings by the beat friends are
somewhat larger.
Table 7 shows the distribution of the ratings given
the subjects by their least-liked acquaintances for the
five social classes.
TABLE 7
DISTRIBUTION OF THE EATINGS GIVEN THE SUBJECTS BI
THEIR LEAST-LIKED ACQUAINTANCES ON THE
BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE
Average Scores
SC No. Range Mean Median
u 1 42 - 42.00 42.00
UM 8 4-42 22.25 24,00
LM 13 0-62 23.62 20.00
UL 17 1o 22.00 22.00
LL 11 o 1 ONo 31.45 28.00
In the upper-iBlddle class, the range of the ratings
was from 4 to 42. This range was the smallest in the dis¬
tribution. The ratings in the lower-middle class ranged
from 0 to 62. This range was the widest in the distri¬
bution. The range of the upper-lower class approximated
the upper-middle class range. The lower-lower class range
was approximately the same as the lower-middle class.
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A comparison of the ratings given the subjects by
their beet friends and least-liked acquaintances vith
the norms^ of the test population reveals that the av¬
erage score made by the subjects in this study is high¬
er than the test population. The devisers of this scale
report a median of 8.6 from a test population of 2,163*
The median of the test sample is 19.25 as rated by the
best friends and least-liked acquaintances.
The behavior problems represented by the ratlr^s
received by the subjects are shown in Tables 8, 9» 10,
and 11 on pages 24, 25, 26, and 2?. These behavior prob¬
lems will be Interpreted for each class according to the
score in the last column of each table. This score was
obtained by multiplying the frequency by the weighted
score given on each test. The rank for each behavior
problem is also Included in the last column.
In the upper-middle class, the ratings of the subjects
by their best friends indicate that bullying is considered
the greatest behavior problem of this grouping. On the
other hand, temper outbursts was rated by the least-liked
acquaintances as the greatest behavior problem. Unneces¬
sary tardiness, lying, temper outbursts, cheating, marked
overactivlty, and unpopularity with other children were
the other behavior problems listed by best friends of the
upper-middle class group, in that order. The least-liked
M. E. Haggerty, W. 0, Olson, and E. K. Wlckman,
"Manual of Directions." p. 8.
TABLE 8
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES OF KIHAVIOR EATINGS GIVEN SUBJECTS IN THE UPPER-KUDDIE
CUSS BY THEIR BEST FRIENDS AND THEIR LEAST-LIKED ACQUAINTANCES
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
llever Once or Occasion- Frequent- Score Score
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS Twice ally 7
BF LU BF LU BF LU BF LU BF RANK LU RANK
Disinterest in School Work 8 5 2 1 0 14 6
Cheating 6 7 6 1 2 8 4 4 9
Unnecessary Tardiness 3 2 4 6 1 22 2 a4 3
lying 4 4 4 4 16 3 16 5
Defiance of Discipline 8 6 2 0 - 8 8
Marked Overactivity 7 8 1 8 4 0 -
Unpopular with Children 7 5 1 2 1 8 4 28 2
Temper Outbursts 6 2 2 5 1 16 3 .52 1
Bullying 5 6 3 1 1 24 1 20 4
Speech Difficulties 8 8 0 - 0 >
Sex Offenses 8 8 0 - 0 «■
Stealing 8 8 0 0 -
Truancy 8 8 0 - 0 tm
Obscene Notes, Talk or
Pictures 8 7 1 0 - 12 7
Total Score 102 l78“"
TABLE 9
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOR RATINGS GIVEN SUBJECTS IN TEE LOWER-MIDDLE
CLASS BY THEIR BEST FRIENDS AND THEIR LEAST-LIKED ACQUAINTANCES
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
BEH&VIOR PROBLEMS Never Once or Occasion- Frequent- Score Score
Twice ally 1.7
BF LLA BF LLA BF LL& BF LIA BF RANK LIA RANK
Disinterest in School Work 11 11 1 1 1 1 10 10.5 10 11:.
Cheating 11 9 1 2 1 1 1 10 10.5 21 7
Unnecessary Tardiness 6 7 4 5 3 1 34 5 26 4
lying 7 8 2 3 3 2 1 33 6 24 5.5
Defiance of Discipline 9 9 2 2 1 2 1 21 8 20 8
Marked Overaotivity 10 11 3 2 24 7 16 9
Unpopular with Children 8 9 4 3 1 1 44 4 36 3
Temper Outbursts 6 6 3 5 4 2 72 2 64 1
Bullying 5 8 6 4 2 1 76 1 46 2
Speech Difficulties 13 12 1 0 • 8 12
Sex Offenses 13 12 1 0 - 12 10
Stealing 13 13 0 - 0
Truancy
Obscene Notes, Talk or
12 13 1 12 9 0 -
Pictures 10 11 1 2 2 48 3 24 5.5
Total Scores 384 307
TABI£ XO
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOR RATINGS GIVEN SUBJECTS IN THE UPPER-LOWER
CLASS BY THEIR BEST FRIENDS AND THEIR LEAST-LIKED ACQUAINTANCES
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
BEHAVIOR PROBLEl© Never Once or Occasion- Frequent- Score Score
Twice ally - ly
BF T.T.A BF LLA BP LU BP LLA BF RANK LLA RANK
Disinterest in School Work 8 15 3 2 1 18 10 8 10
Cheating 8 14 1 1 2 2 1 23 8 16 7
Unnecessary Tardiness 6 7 6 8 3 2 2 56 2 44 3
luring 10 10 5 5 1 1 2 33 5 34 4
Defiance of Discipline 9 15 2 1 1 1 14 11 10 8
Marked Overactivity 13 14 2 2 2 1 40 4 28 5
Unpopular with Children 14 16 2 1 1 28 6 8 10
Temper Outbursts 3 7 12 9 2 1 1 120 1 90 2
Bullying 12 5 3 10 2 2 48 3 104 1
Speech Difficulties 15 16 1 1 1 20 9 8 10
Sex Offenses 16 17 1 12 12.5 0
Stealing 16 17 1 12 12.5 0
*
Truancy 17 17 0
• 0
Obscene Notes, Talk or
Pictures 15 15 2 2 24 7 24 6
Total Scores 448 "574“
TABI£ 11
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOR RATINGS GIVEN SUBJECTS IN THE LOWER-LOWER
CUSS BY THEIR BEST FRIENDS AND THEIR LEAST-LIKED ACQUAINTANCES
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE









BF LU BF LU BF LU BF LU BF RANK LU RANK
Disinterest in School Work 11 9 2 0 8 11
Cheating 8 7 2 1 1 2 1 14 8 23 8
Unneoessery Tardiness 6 2 4 7 1 2 22 6 40 3.5
luring 7 5 3 3 3 1 19 7 34 5
Defiance of Discipline 9 7 1 2 1 2 10 9 20 9
Marked Overaotivity 10 8 1 3 8 10.5 24 6.5
Unpopular with Children 8 9 3 2 24 5 24 6.5
Temper Outbursts 5 6 6 5 48 2 40 3.5
Bullying 2 6 6 5 2 1 86 1 52 2
Speech Difficulties 10 11 1 8 10.5 0
Sex Offenses 9 11 1 1 30 4 0 -
Stealing 11 10 1 0 - 12 10
Truancy 11 11 0 - 0 -
Obscene Notes, Talk or
Pictures 8 6 3 4 1 36 3 69 1




acquaintanoes of the upper-middle class subjects listed
unpopularity with peers, unnecessary tardiness, bullying,
lying, disinterest In school worlc, obscene notes, talk
of pictures, defiance of discipline, and cheating as the
main behavior problems In the cited order.
In the lower-middle class, bullying was listed most
frequently by best friends. The other problems listed
In the order rated by the best friends, are: temper out¬
bursts, obscene notes, talk or pictures, unpopularity
with children, unnecessary tardiness, lying, marked over-
activity, defiance of discipline, truancy, disinterest
In school work and cheating. Their least-liked acquaint¬
ances rated temper outbursts as the major behavior prob¬
lem. Bullying, unpopularity with children, unnecessary
tardiness, lying, obscene notes, talk or pictures, cheat¬
ing, defiance of discipline, marked overactlvlty, sex of¬
fenses, disinterest In school work, and speech difficulties
were rated as behavior problems. In that order, by the
least-liked acquaintances.
According to Table 10 on page 26, temper outbursts
was rated by best friends as the leading behavior problem
of the subjects In the upper-lower class. The other prob¬
lems rated by the best friends were unnecessary tardiness,
bullying, marked overactlvlty, lying, unpopularity with
children, obscene notes, talk, or pictures, cheating,
speech difficulties, disinterest In school work, defiance
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of discipline, sex offenses and stealing, in that order.
The least-liked acquaintances rated bullying as the major
problem in this class grouping. Temper outbursts, unneces¬
sary tardiness, lying, marked overactlvlty, obscene notes,
talk or pictures, cheating, defiance of discipline, dis¬
interest In school work, unpopularity with children and
speech difficulties were also rated by the least-liked ac¬
quaintances as behavior problems, in that order.
According to Table 11 on page 27» bullying was rated
by best friends as the major behavior problem of subjects
In the lower-lower class. The other problems were: temper
outbursts, obscene notes,talk or pictures, sex offenses,
unpopularity with children, unnecessary tardiness, lying,
disinterest In school work, defiance to discipline, mark¬
ed overactlvlty, and speech difficulties. The problem
listed as the n\unber one problem by the least-liked ac¬
quaintances was obscene notes, talk, or pictures. Bully¬
ing, unnecessary tardiness, temper outbursts, lying, mark¬
ed overactlvlty, unpopularity with children, cheating, de¬
fiance of discipline, stealing and disinterest In school
work were also rated by the least-liked acquaintances as
behavior problems. In that order.
Rho was computed to test the null hypothesis that there
Is no relationship between the ratings made by the best
friends and least-liked acquaintances. The results are
shown In Table 12.
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TABLE 12
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN THE RATINGS






UM 8 6 .93 Very Significant
LM 11 .63 Significant
UL 17 15 .35 Not Significant
LL 11 9 .52 Not Significant
For the upper-middle class» rho was found to be .93
between the ratings given the subjects by their best
friends and least-liked acquaintances. With two de¬
grees of freedom (N - 2), rho was estimated to be signi¬
ficant at the .01 level of confidence, indicating that
the relationship between the scores given the subjects
by their best friends and least-liked acquaintances is
very high*
Rho was found to be .63 between ratings given the
lower-middle class subjects by thler best friends and
least-liked acquaintances. This correlation was signifi¬
cant at the .05 level of confidence, also indicating a
significant relationship between these two ratings.
For the upper-lower class, rho was found to be .35
between the ratings given the subjects in this class by
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their heat friends and least^-lihed acquaintances* The
test for significance indicated that the obtained coef¬
ficient was very likely due to chance.
Rho was .52 between the ratings given the subjects
by their best friends and least-liked acquaintances in
the lower-lower class. The test for significance was
also found to be Insignificant and chance factors taken
to be operative.
Ratings by the Teachers.— The results of the distri¬
bution of the ratings of the subjects by the teachers on
the Haggertv-Olson-Vickman Behavior Rating Schedule;
Schedule A are shown in Tables 13» 1^» 15» and 16, on
pages 32* 33» 3^ and 35 respectively.
An analysis of the behavior problems revealed by the
scores indicate that as the ratings of the subjects by
the teachers Increase, there is a tendency for the sub¬
jects to move downward on the social scale.
In the upper-middle class, as shown in Table I3 on
page 32, marked overactIvity was rated by the teachers
as the main behavior problem. Disinterest in school
work, unpopularity with other children, speech difficulties,
lying, and defiance of discipline were rated by the teach¬
ers as behavior problems^ in the order listed.
According to Table l4 on page 33, the teachers also
rated marked overaotlvity as the leading behavior problem
in the lower-middle class. The other behavior problems.
table: 13
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOR EATINGS GIVEN SUBJECTS IN THE UPPER-MIDDLE CIASS
BY THE TEACHERS ON THE HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICEMAH BEHAVIOR EATING SCHEDULES
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
Never Once or Twice Occasionally Frequently Score Rank
Disinterest in School Work 2 3 2 1 31 2
Cheating 8 0 -
Ujtmeoessary Tardiness 8 0 -
luring 7 1 6 6
Defiance of Discipline 7 1 7 5
Marked Overactivity 4 4 32 1
Unpopular with Children 6 2 16 3
Temper Outbursts 8 0 >
Bullying 8 0 -
Speech Difficulties 7 1 8 4
Sex Offenses 8 0 •
Stealing 8 0
Truancy 8 0 m
Obscene Notes, Talk or Pictures 8 0 •
Total Score 100
TABLE 14
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOR RATINGS GIVEN SUBJECTS IN THE LOINEH-MIDDLE CLASS
BY THE TEACHERS ON THE HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR RATING SCHEDULES
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
Never Once or Twice Occasionally Frequently Score Rank
Disinterest in School Work 5 3 2 4 43 2
Cheating 11 1 1 10 12
Unnecessary Tardiness 11 2 8 13
Iflring 11 1 1 13 9
Defiance of Discipline 11 1 1 11 11
Marked Overactivity 5 2 4 2 92 1
Unpopular with Children 10 1 2 40 3.5
Temper Outbursts 11 1 1 22 6
Bullying 10 1 2 40 3.5
Speech Difficulties 10 2 1 38 5
Sex Offenses 12 1 12 10
Stealing 13 0
"
Truancy 12 1 18 7,5
Obscene Notes, Talk or Pictures 12 1 18 7.5
Total Score 365
TABLE 15
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOR RATINGS GIVEN SUBJECTS IN THE UPPER-LOWER CLASS
BY THE TEACHERS ON THE HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR RATING SCHEDULES
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
Never Once or Tyrice Occasionally Frequently Score Rank
Disinterest in School Work 6 8 2 1 51 4
Cheating 14 3 12 12
Unnecessary Tardiness 9 6 2 36 6
Lying 12 5 30 8.5
Defiance of Discipline 10 7 28 10
Marked Overactivity 14 2 1 30 8.5
Unpopular with Children 10 5 1 1 66 2
Temper Outbursts 10 5 1 1 66 2
Bullying 13 2 2 40 5
Speech Difficulties 14 1 2 32 7
Sex Offenses 16 1 12 12
Stealing 17 0 -
Truancy 16 1 12 12
Obscene Notes, Talk or Pictures 12 4 1 66 2
Total Score
TABLE 16
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES OF BEHAVIOR RATINGS GIVEN SUBJECTS IN THE LOWER-LOWER CUSS
BY THE TEACHERS ON THE HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR SCHEDULES
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
Never Once or Twice Occasionally Frequently Score Rank
Disinterest in School Work 4 5 2 44 5.5
Cheating 7 3 1 18 10
Unnecessary Tardiness 5 3 3 30 8
Lying 7 4 16 11
Defiance of Discipline 4 5 1 1 33 7
Marked Overaotivity 5 4 2 56 4
Unpopular with Children ' 3 7 1 70 3
Temper Outbursts 3 5 3 76 1
Bullying 6 4 1 44 5.5
Speech Difficulties 8 Z 1 28 9
Sex Offenses 11 0 .
Stealing 11 0 -
Truancy 10 1 12 12
Obscene Notes, Talk or Pictures 5 6 72 2
Total Score 499
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In the order listed, were: disinterest In school work,
unpopularity with other children, bullying, speech dif¬
ficulties, temper outbursts, truancy, obscene notes,
talk, or pictures, lying, sex offenses, defiance of dis¬
cipline, and unnecessary tardiness.
Unpopularity with other children, bullying, obscene
notes, talk, or pictures were rated by the teachers
with the highest frequency In the upper-lower class♦
The other problems. In the order rated, were: disinterest
In school work, bullying, unnecessary tardiness, speech
difficulties, lying, marked overactlvlty, defiance of
discipline, cheating, sex offenses, and truancy.
According to Table 16 on page 35» the teachers rated
temper outbursts as the major problem of the subjects
In the lower-lower class. They also rated. In the order
listed, obscene notes, talk or pictures, unpopularity
with other children, marked overactlvlty, disinterest
In school work, bullying, defiance of discipline, un¬
necessary tardiness, speech difficulties, cheating, lying,
T
and truancy from school.
Table 17 shows the distribution of the ratings given
the subjects by their teachers according to the social
class groupings on the Haggertv-Olson-Wlckman Behavior
Rating Schedule: Schedule A
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TABLE 17
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RATINGS GIVEN THE SUBJECTS BY
THEIR TEACHERS ON THE HAGGERTY-OLSON-




u 1 2^ 24.00 24.00
UM 8 4-43 12.50 7.00
LH 13 0-99 29.00 16.00
UL 17 0-110 28.88 20.00
LL 11 0-81 45.36 57.00
This table shows that there Is a wider range of be-
havlor problems In the upper-lower class. However, the
mean of the lower-lower class Is higher than the upper-
lower class mean, which Indicates that there were more
behavior problems in the lower-lower class as rated
by the teachers.
The differences In the ratings of the subjects In the
various social classes made by the teachers are shown
In Table 18. The total rating for each class grouping
was used to obtain the reliability of the difference. The
null'hypothesis involved Is that there is no difference




THE RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS
OF THE FIVE SOCIAL CLASSES AS BATED BY
THE HOMEROOM TEACHERS
SC No. Mean s






































45.36 30.30 11.82 1.39 .50
The standard error of the difference between the two
means of the upper-middle and lower-middle classes was
11.40* The critical ratio was 1*45 and with 19 degrees of
freedom, this ratio was significant at the .50 level of
confidence. The hypothesis that there Is no difference
between the means of the two classes as rated by the
teachers was retained since the obtained difference was In¬
significant.
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The standard error of the difference between the two
means of the upper-middle and uppei>-lower classes was
10,75* The critical ratio, 1.52, was found to be signi¬
ficant at the *50 level of confidence. Here again, the
null hypothesis w©s retained and the difference con¬
sidered Insignificant.
The hypothesis that there is no difference between the
means of the ratings given the upper-middle and lower-
lower class subjects by the teachers was rejected since
the standard error of the difference between the two
means was 12.60. The critical ratio was 2.60, which is
significant at the .02 level of confidence.
The standard error of the difference between the
means of the ratings given the lower-middle and upper-
lower class subjects by their teachers was 11.5^* The
critical ratio was .01 and was not significant. Hence,
the null hypothesis was accepted on the assumption that
chance factors were operating.
The standard error of the difference between the means
of the lower-middle and lower-lower class subjects was
4.38. The test for significance indicated that the obtain¬
ed difference was significant at the .01 level of confi¬
dence, Hence, the null hypothesis was rejected and the ob¬
tained difference considered very significant.
The standard error of the difference between the means
of the upper-lower and lower-lower class was 11,82, The
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critical ratio, 1.39» was significant at the .50 level
of confidence. The null hypothesis that there is no dif¬
ference "between the means of the upper-lower and lower-
lower classes was retained since the obtained differences
between the two samples were considered to be due to chance,
Self-Ratings.— The distribution of the frequencies of
self-ratings by the subjects on the Haggerty-01son-Wickman
Behavior Bating Schedule is shown in Tables 19* 20, 21,
and 22 on pages 41, 42, 43, and 44, respectively.
According to Table 19, the upper-middle class subjects
rated bullying as their major behavior problem. The other
problems, in the order of rating, were: unpopularity with
other children, temper outbursts, obscene notes, talk or
pictures, lying, marked overactlvlty, and unnecessary
tardiness.
The lowex^mlddle class subjects rated bullying as their
leading behavior problem. The other problems given were;
temper outbursts, obscene notes, talk, or pictures, un¬
popularity with children, marked overactlvlty, lying, un¬
necessary tardiness, cheating, stealing, and defiance of
discipline.
The upper-lower class subjects also listed bullying as
their major behavior problem. The following problems were
listed in the order of their rating by the subjects: temper
outbursts, lying, obscene notes, talk, or pictures, unnec¬
essary tardiness, marked overactlvlty, cheating, unpopular
with children, and speech difficulties.
TABI£ 19
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES OF SELF-RATINGS MADE BI THE SUBJECTS IN THE UPPER-MIDDLE
CUSS ON THE HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR RATING SCHEDULE
FREQUENCY OF OCCURENCE
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
Never Once or Twioe Oooasionally Frequently Score Rtuik
Disinterest In Sohool Work 8 0
Cheating 8 0
Unnecessary Tardiness 5 3 12 7
Lying 4 4 16 5.5
Defiance of Discipline 8 0 -
Marked Overactivity 6 2 16 5.5
Unpopular with Children 5 3 24 3
Temper Outbursts 5 3 24 3
Bullying 2 6 48 1
Speech Difficulties 8 0 -
Sex Offenses 8 0 m
Stealing 8 0 -
Truancy 8 0 -
Obscene Notes, Talk or Pictures 6 2 24 3
xotaj. score 164
TABLE 20
DISTEIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES OF SELF-RATINGS MADE BT THE SUBJECTS IN THE LOWER-MIDDLE CLASS
ON THE HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR RATING SCHEDULES
FREQUENCY OF OCCURENCE
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
Never Once or Twice Occasionally Frequently Score Rank
Disinterest in Sohool Work 13 0
Cheating 9 3 1 19 8
Unnecessary Tardiness 6 6 1 30 7
Lying 5 8 32 6
Defiance of Discipline 12 1 6 10
Marked Overactivity 8 5 40 5
Unpopular with Children 8 4 1 44 4
Temper Outbursts 7 5 1 54 2
Bullying 6 7 56 1
Speech Difficulties 13 0 -
Sex Offenses 13 0 -
Stealing 12 1 12 9
Truancy 13 0




DISTRIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES OF SELF-RATINGS MADE BY THE SUBJECTS IN THE UPPER-LOWER CLASS
ON THE HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR RATING SCHEDULE
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
Never Once or Twice Occasionally Frequently Score Rank
Disinterest In School Work 17 0 m
Cheating 15 2 8 8
Unnecessary Tardiness 9 5 2 1 39 5
Lying 4 13 52 2
Defieinoe of Discipline 17 0 -
Marked Overactivity 14 3 24 6
Unpopular with Children 16 1 8 8
Temper Outbursts 7 9 1 84 2
Bullying 6 9 2 96 1
Speech Difficulties 16 1 8 8
Sex Offenses 17 0 •
Stealing 17 0 -
Truancy 17 0 -
Obscene Notes, Talk or Pictures 13 4 48 4
Total Score 367
TABLE 2Z
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES OF SELF-EATINGS MDE BY THE SUBJECTS IN THE LOWER-LOWER CLASS
ON THE HAGGERTY-OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR EATING SCHEDULE
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE
Never Once or Twice Occasionally Frequently Score Rank
Disinterest in School Work 11 0
Cheating 9 1 1 11 10
Unnecessary Tardiness 4 7 28 6
lying 1 6 2 44 4
Defiance of Discipline 11 0 »
Marked Overactivity 9 2 16 7
Unpopular isith Children 10 1 8 11
Temper Outbursts 3 5 2 1 78 2
Bullying 2 7 2 1 80 1
Speech Difficulties 11 0 -
Sex Offenses 8 3 36 5
Stealing 10 1 12 8.5
Truancy 10 1 12 8.5
Obscene Notes, Talk or Pictures 7 4 48 3
Total Score 373
Table 22 on page shows that bullying was rated as
the leading behavior problem by the lower-lower class*
The other problems. In the order of rating, were: temper
outbursts, obscene notes, talk or pictures, lying, sex-
offenses, unnecessary tardiness, marked overaotlvlty,
stealing, truancy, cheating, and unpopular with children.
Table 23 shows the distribution of self-ratings of
behavior problems In the various social classes •
TABLE 23
DISTRIBUTION OF SELF-RATINGS BY SUBJECTS IN THE
FIVE SOCIAL CLASSES ON THE HAGGERTY-
OLSON-WICKMAN BEHAVIOR EATING
SCHEDULE
SC No* Range Mean Median
u 1 50 - 50.00 50*00
UM 8 8-48 20*50 18*00
LM 13 00 1 26*23 24*00
UL 17 0-46 21*58 23*00
LL 11 8-70 33.91 32*00
The widest range of scores and the highest average
scores were In the lower-lower class* The upper-middle
class had the lowest scores* The range of scores In the
upper-middle and upper-lower classes was practically the
same
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Tables 24, 25, and 26 on pages 4?, 48, and 49, re¬
spectively, are presented, to summarize the scores and
ranks of the behavior problems according to social class
groupings. Table 24 presents the distribution of total
scores and ranks or ratings by the teachers on the Hag-
gertv-Olson-Wlokman Behavior Rating Schedule: Schedule
A. Table 25 gives the distribution of the total scores
and ranks of self-ratings on the scale. Table 26 pre¬
sents a summary of the rank order of behavior, problems
as rated by the best friends, least-liked acquaintances,
teachers and the self-ratings of the subjects on the
Haggertv-Olson-Wlckman Behavior Rating Schedule.
Stogdlll Behavior Cards.— The behavior problems re¬
vealed by the Stogdlll Behavior Cards, according to the
Wyes" responses. Indicate that the kinds of deviations
In behavior that occur during pre- and early adolescence.
The author computed the standard error of the fre¬
quency to determine If chance was operating In the res¬
ponses given by the subjects. The standard error of the
frequency was 75^ 6.12. Between 68.88 and 81.12 It Is
assumed that chance might |(ave been operating. Therefore,
all scores which fall above 81 and below 69 are consider-
I
ed fairly reliable scores. According to Table 27, the high¬
est score obtained Was 71 and the lowest was 1. Only In one
TABLE Zk
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL SCORES ON THE BEHAVIOR SCALE AS RATED BY THE TEACHER
ACCORDING TO SOCIAL GROUPINGS
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
U M L M U L L L
Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank
Disinterest in School Work 31 2 43 2 51 4 44 5.5
Cheating 0 - 10 12 12 12 18 10
Unnecessary Tardiness 0 - 8 13 36 6 30 8
luring 6 6 13 9 30 8.5 16 11
Defiance of Discipline 7 5 11 11 28 10 33 7
Marked Overactivity 32 1 92 1 30 8.5 56 4
Unpopular •with Children 16 3 40 3.5 66 ;.2 70 3
Temper Outbursts 0 - 22 6 66 2 76 1
Bullying 0 - 40 3.5 40 5 44 5.6
Speech Difficulties 8 4 38 5 32 7 28 9
Sex Offenses 0 12 10 12 12 0 «.
Stealing 0 - 0 mm 0 - 0
Truancy 0 - 18 7.6 12 12 12 12
Obscene Notes, Talk or Pictures 0 • 18 7.5 66 2 72 2
Totals I5o 365 461 499
•S3
TABLE 25
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL SCORES IN THE SELF-RATINGS ACCORDING
TO SOCIAL CUSS GROUPINGS
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS
U M L M U L L L
Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank
Disinterest in School Work 0 0 0 0
Cheating 0 - 19 8 8 8 11 10
Unnecessary Tardiness 12 7 30 7 39 5 28 6
Lying 16 5.5 32 6 52 3 44 4
Defiance of Discipline 0 - 6 10 0 <M 0 mm
Marked Overactivity 16 5.5 40 5 24 6 16 7
Unpopular with Children 24 3 44 4 8 8 8 11
Temper Outbursts 24 3 54 2 84 2 78 2
Bullying 48 1 56 .•1 96 ...1 80 1
Speech Difficulties 0 - 0 mm 8 8 0 -
Sex Offenses 0 - 0 - 0 m 36 5
Steeling 0 - 12 9 0 - 12 8.5
Truancy 0 - 0 - 0 - 12 8.5
Obscene Notes, Talk or Pictures 24 3 48 3 48 4 48 3
Totals 164 341 ~567 373
TABLE 26
ORDER OF SUBJECT BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS’ RATINGS BY BEST FRIEND, LEAST-LIZED




L M U L L L
BF i LLA TCHRS SELF BF LIA TCHRS SELF BF LIA TCHRS SELF BF ]LLA TCHRS SELF
Disinterest in School
Work m 6 2 10.5 10 2 10 10 4 m 11 5.5
Cheating 6 9 - L0.5 7 12 8 8 7 12 8 8. ' 8 10 10
Unnecessary Tardiness 2 3 - 7 5 4 13 7 2 3 6 5 6 3.5 8 6
lying 3.5 5 6 5.5 6 5.5 9 6 5 4 8.5 3 7 5 11 4
Defiance of Discipline - 8 5 - 8 11 10 11 8 10 - 9 9 7 -
Marked Overaotivity 6 - 1 5.5 7 8 1 6 4 5 8.5 6 10.5 6.5 4 7
Unpopular with Children 6 2 3 3 4 3 3.5 4 6 10 2 8 5 6.5 3 11
Temper Outbursts 3.5 1 - 3 2 1 6 2 1 2 2 2 2 3.5 1 2
Bullying 1 4 - 1 1 2 3.5 1 3 1 5 1 1 2 5.5 1
Speech Difficulties * - 4 - - 11 5 - 9 10 7 8 10.5 • 9 ■*
Sex Offenses - -■ • - - - 9 10 - 12.5 - 12 - 4 - i - 5
Stealing -■ - - - - - - 9 12.5 - - 10
'
- 8.5
Truancy •» - - - 9 - 7.5 - - 12
• «m il2 8.5
Obscene Notes, Talk or






case, 71> was chance considered operative. The other
scores are said to be true Indices of the behavior prob¬
lems manifested by the subjects* Table 2? gives the dlS'
trlbutlon of "yes" responses to the Stogdlll Behavior
Cards according to the social class groupings.
table’ 27
DISTRIBUTION OF "YES" RESPONSES TO THE STOGDILL
BEHAVIOR CARDS BY THE FIFTY SUBJECTS
SC No. Range Mean Median
u 1 26 - 26*00 26*00
DM 8 1-24 8.75 7*50
LM 13 1-47 11*77 5.00
UL 17 3-39 15.24 12*00
LL 11 5-71 26*91 21.00
Table 27 shows that the range of scores In the upper-
middle class was from 1 to 24, The mean was 8,75 and the
median 7*50 • The lowe]>-mlddle class responded to as many
as 47 of the Items with a mean score of 11.77 and a median
of 5•00, The "yes* responses of the upper-lower class
ranged from 3 to 39, The mean was 15.24 and the median
12.00, The responses of the lower-lower class ranged from
5 to 71* The mean was 26*91 and the median 21.00*
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The reliability of the difference between the mean
scores obtained by the subjects from the various classes
Is shown In Table 28. The hypothesis tested was that
there Is no significant difference between the mean scores
obtained by the subjects In the various class groupings
compared*
TABLE 20
THE RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS
OBTAINED BY THE SUBJECTS ON THE STOGDILL
BEHAVIOR CARDS





































26,91 14.27 5.56 2,10 .05
The standard error of the difference between the means
of the upper-middle and lower-middle classes was 5•67*
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The t test for significance indicated that this difference
was not significant and the null hypothesis was accord¬
ingly retained.
The standard error of the difference between the upper-
middle and upper-lower class subjects was 4.01. The criti¬
cal ratio, 1.62, was significant at the .50 level of con¬
fidence. The obtained difference was considered due to
chance factors and the null hypothesis was retained.
The hypothesis that there is no difference between
the means of the upper-middle and lower-lower classes
on the Stogdill Behavior Cards was rejected at the .01
level of confidence. The standard error of the differ¬
ence between the means was 7*11* The test for signi¬
ficance indicated that the obtained difference was very
significant.
The standard error of the difference between the lower-
middle and upper-lower classes was 4.56. The critical
ratio was foxmd to be .76 and was significant at the .50
level of confidence. The obtained frequency difference
was considered Insignificant and the null hypothesis was
accordingly retained.
The standard error of the difference between the low¬
er-middle and lower-lower class was 6,95, The critical
ratio was 2.17. The obtained difference was found to be
significant at the ,05 level of confidence and on this
basis the null hypothesis was rejected.
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The standard error of the difference between the means
of the upper-lower and lower-lower classes was 5*56. The
critical ratio* 2.10* was significant at the .05 level of
confidence. The obtained difference was considered signi¬
ficant and the null hypothesis was considered untenable.
The writer computed the percentage of "yes" responses
In each social class for the eighteen major classes of be¬
havior problems Indicated by the Stogdlll Behavior Cards.
These scores were obtained by totaling the total possible
responses for each Item and multiplying this number by
the frequency In each class and calculating the respective
percentages*
Table 29 shows the percentages and rant of "yes" re¬
sponses by the subjects to the Stogdlll Behavior Cards
according to social classes*
The tendency to tell lies was Indicated as the major
behavior problem In all the social classes.
The upper-middle class subjects reacted to 15 per
cent of the Items dealing with lies* The percentages
for the lower-middle class was 23 per cent, the upper-
lower was 25 per cent and the lower-lower, 39 per cent.
The other behavior problems are listed according to
the percentages and rank of "yes" responses from each
social class*
The upper-middle class subjects considered lying to be
their greatest behavior problem and gave no "yes" responses
TABIE 29
DISTRIBUTION OF THE PER CENT OF ’’YES" RESPONSES AND THE RANK OF THE PERCENTA(3:S ON
THE STOGDILL BEHAVIOR CARDS
Behavior Problems





















Feels pioked on 14 2 11 .11 4 18 3 28 2
Anger, disobedience 7 6 5 10 8 9 19 6.5
School difficulties 6 7 .10 5.5 9 7.5 25 3
Stays away from home 1 12 2 14 3 12.5 14 12.5
Truancy from school - 15.5 2 14 - 17.5 14 12.5
Lies 15 1 23 1 25 1 39 1
Stealing - 15.5 3 12 1 15 12 4
Fights,- aggression 4 10 8 8 9 7.5 15 11
Inadequate companions 12 3 10 5.5 20 2 21 4









Sex experience 2 11 5 10 1 15 11 15
In court - 15.5 - 17 3 12.5 4 18
Robbery - 15.5 - 17 - 17.5 18 8.5
Smokes, drinks a» 15.5 2 14 1 15 20 5
Set fires - 15.5 - 17 6 10 9 16
Fears, worries 11 4 12 3 14 5 19 6.5
Home unsatisfactory 5 8.5 9 7 13 6 18 8.5
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to truancy from school, stealing, being in court, robbery,
smoking, drinking, and setting things afire. Such prob¬
lems as feeling picked on, inadequate companions, fears,
worries, obscenity, anger, disobedience, school difficul¬
ties, delinquent companions, home unsatisfactory, fights,
aggressions, sex experiences and staying away from home
were also listed^ in that order.
Likewise, the lower-middle class subjects placed
lying as their greatest behavior problem and did net re¬
spond to robbery, set fires, and being in court. They
listed, in order of rank, delinquent companions, fears,
worries, feels picked on, school difficulties, inade¬
quate companions, home unsatisfactory, fights, aggres¬
sion, anger, disobedience, obscenity, sex e:q}erience,
stealing, staying away from home, truancy from school,
and smokes, drinks.
The upper-lower class, in like manner, indicated that
lying was the greatest behavior problem of this class.
They did not indicate a "yes" response for truancy from
school and robbery. Inadequate companions, feeling pick¬
ed on, delinquent companions, fears, worries, home un¬
satisfactory, school difficulties, fights, aggression,
anger, disobedience, set fires, obscenity,, sex experiences,
and smokes, drinks were listed in the order in which the
"yes** responses were given by the subjects.
In the lower-lower class, the largest percentage of
total responses was to telling lies. Unlike the other
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classes, the lower-lower class subjects responded to all
Items which would seem to indicate that all of the major
problems which are derived from the Stogdill Behavior
Cards have been, to some extent, manifested by lower-low¬
er class children. In order of rank, the following
problems were Indicated by the lower-lower class child¬
ren: feeling picked on, school difficulties, inadequate
companions, smokes, drinks, anger, disobedience, fears,
worries, fighting, aggressions, truancy from school, stay¬
ing away from home, stealing, sex experiences, setting of
fires, and obscenity.
The one upper-class subject*s responses are cited for
descriptive purposes only. Robbery was listed as the
first major problem and no responses were given to truancy
from school, stealing, sex experiences, being In court,
smoking, drinking, and setting fires. Telling lies, anger,
disobedience, obscenity. Inadequate companions, delin¬
quent companions, staying away from home, fights, aggres¬
sion, and home unsatisfactory, were listed as problems In
this order by the subject*
Comparison of Ratings and Stogdill Behavior Cards.—
The writer computed rho to test the null hypothesis that
there Is no relationship between ratings by best friends
and self-ratings on the Haggerty-Olson Wlckman Behavior
Rating Schedule. The coefficients of correlation for the
various social class groupings are given In Table 3Q.
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TABLE 3a
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN THE SELF-RATINGS
AND THE RATINGS MADE BY THE BEST FRIENDS





UM 8 6 .36 Insignificant
LH 13 11 .45 Insignificant
UL 17 15 .38 Insignificant
LL 11 9 .30 Insignificant
For all of the social, classes, rho was found to be tnaig-
nifleant. In the upper-lower and lower-middle classes, the
coefficients approached significance at the ,05 level.
Since the test for significance Indicated that the obtain¬
ed coefficients were veryJ likely due to chance and the
null hypothesis was retained.
Table 31 shows the coefficients of correlation between
the self-ratings and the ratings of the least-liked ac¬
quaintances,
TABLE 31
COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN THE SELF-RATINGS
AND THE RATINGS MADE BY THE LEAST-LIKED AC¬




UM 8 6 .43 Insignificant
LM 13 11 .17 Insignificant
UL 17 15 .13 Insignificant
LL 11 9 .31 Insignificant
The test for significance of rho for each class group
Ing Indicated that none were significant, therefore, the
obtained coefficients were attributed to chance factors.
The hypothesis that there la no relationship between the
self-ratings and the ratings made by the least-liked ac¬
quaintances was retained as a result.
The writer also assumed that there was no relation¬
ship between the self-ratings on the Haggerty-Olson-Wlok-
man Behavior Rating Schedule and the scores on the Stog-
dlll Behavior Cards. Table 32 shows the coefficients of
correlation for these data distributions.
TABLE 32
COEFHCIENTS OF CORRELATION BETWEEN SCORES MADE
BY THE SUBJECTS ON THE STOGDILL BEHAVIOR
CARDS AND THE SELF-RATINGS ON THE
BEHAVIOR RATING SCHEDULE
SC N df(N - 1) Rho
Level of
Significance
UH 8 6 .52 Not Significant
LM 13 11 .56 Significant
UL 17 15 -.07 Not Significant
LL 11 9 .47 Not Significant
For the upper-middle class, rho was found to be .52.
The test for significance Indicated that the obtained
coefficient was not significant. In the lower-middle
class, rho was *56 and found to bo significant at the
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•05 level of confidence. A negative coefficient of -.07
was obtained In the upper-lower class and the test for
significance indicated that the estimated coefficient
was not significant. In like manner, the value for low¬
er-lower class rho was .^7 and the test for significance
indicated that the estimated coefficient was probably
due to chance.
The writer, therefore, was able to accept the rele¬
vant null hypothesis for the upper-middle, upper-lower,
and lower-lower classes but rejected the null hypothesis
for the lower-middle class. That is, there is a signi¬
ficant relationship between the scores made by these
subjects on the Stogdill Behavior Cards and the self-
ratings on the Haggertv-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating
Schedule only in the lower-middle class.
Sex Differences.— This section of the chapter will
deal specifically with the sex differences in behavior
problems as are indicated by the "yes" responses to the
Stogdill Behavior Cards and the ratings given the sub¬
jects on the Haggertv-Olson-Viokman Behavior Rating
Schedule: Schedule A. The difference between the means
of the middle classes and the lower classes will be com¬
pared for significance.
The distribution of the frequencies of "yes" responses




DISTRIBUTION OF THE FREQUENCIES OF "YES" RESPONSES
TO THE STOGDILL BEHAVIOR CARDS ACCORDING TO
THE SEX OF THE SUBJECTS
SC
Number Ranse Mean Median
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
UM 5 3 6-24 1-19 10.60 5.67 8.00 7.00
LM 7 6 2-47 1-11 17.28 5.33 8.00 4.00
UL 7 10 7-39 3-23 19.43 12.30 14.00 31.00
LL 9 2 15-71 5- 31.78 5.00 29.00 5.00
The responses for the boys ranged from 2 to 71» whereas
the responses for the girls ranged from 1 to 23« The means
of the sample for the girls were approximately the same in
the upper-middle, lower-middle, and lower-lower classes.
The means of theses classes ranged between 5*00 and 5*67»
but in the upper-lower class the mean was 12.30. The mean
for the boys ranged from 10.6o to 31.78 with a fairly con¬
sistent increment between the classes.
Since this distribution of mean scores were almost
equally distributed, the significance of the difference
between the means of the two middle classes grouped togeth¬
er, and the two lower classi^€k.,groi^ed together for each
sex was computed. The hypothesis tested was that there
was no significant difference between the mean scores ob¬
tained by the subjects in the middle class and the lower
class for each sex. This reliability of the difference is
6l
shown in Table 3^*
TABLE 34
THE RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS
OF THE MIDDLE AND LOUVER SOCIAL CLASSES WITHIN
EACH SEX &ROUP ON THE STOGDILL CARDS
Social














1.84 3.06 . 0H
The mean of the middle class for the boys was 1^.50
and 26.25 for the lower class. The standard error of the
difference between the means was 5•85. The t test for
significance indicated that this difference was signifi¬
cant only at the .10 level of confidence; the null hy¬
pothesis was retained accordingly. The means of the scores
made by the girls in the middle class was 5*^^ and 11.08
in the lower class. The standard error of the difference
between the two means was 5«77» The critical ratio was
3.06 which was significant at the .01 level of confidence.
The null hypothesis was rejected and the obtained differ¬
ence was considered a result of a factor or factors other
than chance.
Table 35 whows the distribution of self-ratings made
by the boys and girls on the Haggerty-Olson-Wlckman
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Behavior Rating Schedulesi Schedttle A»
TABLE 35
DISTRIBUTION OP SELF-RATINGS ACCORDING TO SEX
Niimber Range Mean Median
SC Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
UM 5 3 12-48 8-24 21.60 18.67 16.00 24.00
LM 7 6 8-52 8-28 32.14 18.33 28.00 20.00
UL 7 10 8-46 0-36 27.86 17.20 28.00 14.00
LL 9 2 16-70 8-22 38.11 15.00 38.00 15.00
The range of ratings for the boys was between 8 and 70
and for the girls, 0 and 36. There was a *ider range of
ratings in the lower-lower class for boys and in the upper-
lower class for girls. In the upper-middle and upper-lower
class the boys and girls rated themselves lower on the
scale than the lower-middle and lower-lower class subjects.
This trend is shown in the pattern which the means follow
in the distribution.
The reliability of the difference between the means of
the middle classes and of the lower classes for each sex
is shown in Table 36. The hypothesis tested was that
there was no significant difference between the means ob¬




THE EELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS
OF THE MIDDLE AND LOWER SOCIAL CLASSES

















16.83 8.85 2.83 .80 .50
The standard error of the difference between the means
for the boys was 2*77* The critical ratio was 1.53 and
was significant at the .50 level of confidence. This ob¬
tained difference was considered Insignificant and the
null hypothesis retained.
The standard error of the difference between the means
for the girls was 2.83. The test for significance indicated
that this difference was significant at the .50 level of
confidence. The writer considered this difference due to
chance factors and retained the null hypothesis.
A qualitative analysis of the scores revealed that in
the upper-middle class the boys listed bullying as the
major behavior problem. The other problems, In order of
rating for the boys, were: obscenity, unpopularity with
children, lying, unnecessary tardiness, marked overactlvlty.
and temper outbursts. In like manner* the girls In the
uppei*-mlddle class listed bullying as the major behatior
»
problem. The other problems the girls listed were:
marked overactIvlty, unpopularity with children, temper
outbursts, lying and defiance of discipline. In the
lower-middle class, the boys rated obscenity as being
their leading behavior problem. The other problems, In
the order of rating, were: temper outbursts, bullying,
marked overactlvlty, lying, unnecessary tardiness, un¬
popularity with children, stealing and cheating. The
girls considered unpopularity with other children as
their major behavior problem. The other problems rated
were: bullying, marked overactlvlty, unnecessary tardi¬
ness, lying, cheating, temper outbxirsts, and defiance of
discipline•
The upper-lower class boys listed bullying as their
major behavior problem. The other problems were: temper
outbursts, unnecessary tardiness, lying, obscenity, cheat¬
ing, marked overactlvlty, and speech difficulties. The
major behavior problem of the girls In the upper-lower
class was temper outbursts. Bullying, lying, obscenity,
marked overactlvlty, unpopularity with other children,
unnecessary tai^lness, and defiance of discipline were
also listed as behavior problems by the upper-lower class
girls.
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In the lower-lower class, bullying was rated by the
boys as being their major behavior problem. The other
problems given were: temper outbursts, obscenity, lying,
sex offenses, unnecessary tardiness, stealing, truancy,
cheating, marked overactIvlty, and unpopularity with
children* The two girls In the lower-lower class rated
marked overactlvlty, temper outbursts, and bullying as
their major behavior problems. Lying was also listed
as a behavior problem by the lower-lower class girls.
The distribution of the frequencies of the teachers'
ratings on the Haggerty-Olson-Wlckman Behavior Rating
Schedule according to sex Is shown In Table 37.
TABLE 37
DISTRIBUTION OF THE RATINGS BY HOMEROOM TEACHERS
ON THE BEHAVIOR RATING SCHEDULE ACCORDING
TO THE SEX OF THE SUBJECT
SC Number Range Mean Median
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
UM 5 3 4-16 8-43 9«00 18.33 7.00 8.00
LM 7 6 8-99 0-42 41.00 13.33 19.00 8.00
UL 7 10 0-100 0-78 33.577 24.60 20.00 21.00
LL 9 2 0-81 32-38 47.67 35.00 66.00 35.00
The range of the ratings for the boys was between 0
and 100 and the range for the girls was between 0 and 78.
The highest range for both boys and girls was In the
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upper-lower class.
Table 38 shows the reliability of the difference
between the means of the ratings by teachers according to
sex and middle and lower .class status. The hypothesis
tested was that there was no significant difference be¬
tween the mean ratings glren the middle class and lower
class boys and girls by the teachers.
TABLE 35
RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
MEANS OF THE MIDDLE AND THE LO^^ER
CLASSES AS RATED BY THE
HOMEROOM TEACHERS
Social














26.33 19.50 6.24 1.82 .10
The standard error of the difference between the means
of the middle class and lower class boys was 13.19. The
critical ratio, 1.05» was significant at the .50 level of
confidence. The obtained difference was considered to be
due to chance factors and the null hypothesis was retain¬
ed.
The standard error of the difference between the means
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of the middle class and lover class girls was 6,2k* The
t test of significance Indicated that this difference was
significant at the .10 level of confidence. The obtained
difference was considered a result of chance factors and
the null hypothesis was retaihed.
The distribution of the frequencies for the ratings
of the boys and girls by their best friends is shown in
Table *39.
TABLE 39
DISTRIBUTION OF THE BEHAVIOR RATINGS BI THE
BEST FRIENDS ACCORDING TO THE
SEX OF THE SUBJECTS
SC Number Range Mean Median
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
UM 5 3 8-28 0-18 16.00 7.33 16.00 4.00
LM 7 6 12-75 4-40 39.14 18.33 36.00 17.00
UL 7 10 11-62 12-72 28.00 25.20 26.00 16.50
LL 9 2 4-62 16- 30.33 16.00 24.00 16.00
The range of scores for the boys was from k to 75 and
for the girls 0 to 72. The means for the boys ranged from
16.00 to and for the girls between 7*33 and 25.20.
The reliability of the difference between the means
of the middle and lower social class groupings for both
sexes is shown in Table 40.
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TABLE 4X)
RELIABILITY OP THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS OF
MIDDLE AND LOWER CLASS BOYS AND GIRLS AS
BATED BY BEST "FRIENDS
Social















23.67 15.60 4.99 1.80 .10
The standard error of the difference between the means
of the middle class and lower class boys was 7*33* The
critical ratio of *026 was not significant. The hypothesis
that there Is no difference between the means made by the
boys In the middle class and lower class was accordingly
retained. The standard error of the difference between
the means of the middle class and lower class girls was
15*60, The t teat for significance Indicated that this
difference was significant at the ,10 level of confidence.
The obtained difference was considered a result of chance
factors and the relevant null^Jiypothesis was. detained.
The distribution of the frequencies of the ratings by
the least-llfced acquaintances on the Haggerty-Olson-Wlck-




CISTRIBUTION OF THE RATINGS BY THE LEAST-LIKED
ACQUAINTANCES ACCORDING TO THE SEX
OF THE SUBJECT
SO Number Range Mean Median
Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls
UM 5 3 8-42 4-32 25.20 17.33 24.00 16.00
LM 7 6 0-62 i}-22 31.57 14.33 34.00 16.00
UL 7 10 12-42 0-37 21.86 22.10 22.00 22.00
LL 9 2 0-60 12-24 34.44 21.86 40.00 22.00
The range of scores for boys was from 0 to 62 and for
girls from 0 to 37* The means for the boys ranged from
21.86 to 34.44. The means for the girls ranged from 14.33
to 22.10. The mean scores indicate that there were a
greater number of behavior problems in the lower-lower
class for both the boys and girls as rated by the least-
liked acquaintances. However, the mean of the upper-
lower class girls was 22.10 and for the lower-lower class
girls 21.86, but the medians were exactly the same. It
may also be noted that the mean for the upper-lower class
boys was Identical with the mean of the lower-lower class
girls.
The reliability of the difference between the means
of the middle and lower social classes for both sexes




RELIABILITY OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS
OF THE MIDDLE AND LOWER GLASS BOYS AND
GIRLS AS RATED BY THE LEAST-
LIKED ACQUAINTANCES
Social














21.42 10.50 3.36 1.81 ♦10
The standard error of the difference between the means
of the middle class and lower class boys was 7*22. The
critical ratiOi •86, was significant at the .50 level of
confidence. The obtained difference was considered due
to chance factors and the null hypothesis retained.
The standard error of the difference between the means
of the middle class and lower class girls was 3«36* The t
test for significance indicated that this difference was
significant at the .10 level of confidence. The hypothesis
that there is no significant difference between the
means of the middle and lower social class groupings as
rated by the least-liked friends was retained for both
the boys and the girls.
CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUMMARY
Conoluslona Grovlng Out of Analysis#— The conclusions
formulated in this chapter are made In the light of the
hypothesis set up for this study, the assumptions, and
limitations as to the materials and methods.
The evidence of this study reveals that behavior
problems exist to some degree In all social classes, and,
to some extent, occur more frequently In the lower class¬
es* There Is, however, a tendency for the type of prob¬
lem to be related to the social class of the Individual
who Is manifesting the problem.
First, the evidence of this study reveals that best
friends of lower-middle, upper-lower and lower-lower
class children tend to rate subjects higher than the best
friends of the upper-middle class children with reference
to the number of behavior problems.
a. The best friends rated bullying as the leading
behavior problem of the subjects in all social
classes except the lower-lower class. In the
lower-lower class, temper outbursts was rated by
the best friends as the major behavior problem,
b* The lowei>-lower class subjects were rated by their
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best friends as having more "severe* behavior
problems than members of the other social class¬
es* To what extent this result may be Inherent
in the behavior rating scales themselves is un¬
known* Middle class investigators and practi¬
tioners have traditionally tended to classify
particularly lower-lower class behavior as "de¬
linquent" or as problem behavior, as the passage
quoted from Shaeffer in Chapter I has hinted*
Second, the least-liked acquaintances tend to rate
the lower-lower class subjects as having a greater num¬
ber of behavior problems than the subjects in the other
social classes*
a* Unpopularity with other children, temper out¬
bursts, bullying and obscenity were rated by
the least-liked acquaintances of the subjects
as the major behavior problens for these upper-
middle, lower-middle, upper-lower, and lower-
lower class Negro subjects, respectively*
b* Unlike the ratings made by the best friends, the
least-liked acquaintances did not rate the lower-
lower class subjects as having very "severe" be¬
havior problems* The circumstance that the least-
liked persons were themselves members of the
lower-lower class tends to corroborate that what
is considered a problem by one class ifi not so
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seen by the members of the social group being
observed.
Third, since the selection of best friends and least-
liked acquaintances was not found to be related to class
factors, there was no significant relationship between
the ratings made by the best friends and the least-liked
acquaintances In the upper-lower and lower-lower social
classes. There was, however, a very significant rela¬
tionship between these two ratings In the upper-middle
class and a significant relationship In the lower-middle
class.
Fourth, the analysis shows that as the social class
of the subjects moves downward on the social scale, there
Is a tendency for the number of behavior problems to In¬
crease, as rated by the teachers. This result coincides
1 2
with the findings of Davis, Warner and others, on the
tendency of middle class teachers to rate children against
the behavior expected of middle class children and In
light of the standards and values of this class.
a. Specifically, there was a very significant dif¬
ference between the means of the ratings made
by the teachers for the lower-middle and lower-
lower class subjects. In like manner, there was
1 —
-A-lllson Davis, Social Class Influence Unon Learnlne-
(Cambridge, 1949).
2
W. Lloyd Warner, Robert J. Havlghurst, and Martin
Loeb, Who Shall Be Educated? (New York, 1944) •
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a significant difference between the means of the
upper-middle and the lower-lower classes as rated
by the teachers.
Fifth, the lower-lower class subjects rated themselves
as having more behavior problems than the other classes.
The upper-middle class subjects rated themselves as having
fewer behavior problems than members of the other social
classes. The possibility that these results may be a
function of the rating scales themselves has already been
mentioned.
a. Bullying was rated as the major behavior problem
by the subjects themselves in all of the social
classes.
Sixth, considering the order of subject's behavior
problem ratings by best friend, teacher, least-liked ac¬
quaintance and self, bullying was rated as the major prob¬
lem (eight times out of a possible sixteen) in all of the
social classes* The behavior problem with the second
highest frequency in all the classes was temper outbursts.
Seventh, and similar to the results of the Haggertv-
Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Schedule, as the social class
of the subjects mews downward on the social class scale,
there is a tendency for the percentage of "yes" responses
to the Stogdlll Behavior Cards to move upward.
a. According to the scores on the Stogdill Behavior
Cards. telling lies was responded to more frequent¬
ly than any of the othdr problems in all classes.
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b. The lower^lower class subjects responded to all
Items which again raises the question as to wheth¬
er the test Itself may be playing a role In con¬
tributing to these results.
Eighth, no significant relationship was found between
the self-ratings and the ratings made by the best friends
and/or the least-liked acquaintances.
a. Ko significant relationship was found between the
self-ratings and the scores made by the subjects
on the Stoedlll Behavior Cards In the upper-middle,
upper-lower, and the lower-lower classes. There
was, however, a significant relationship between
the scores made by the lower-middle class subjects
on the Stogdlll Behavior Cards and the self-ratings
on the Haggerty-Olson-Vlckman Behavior Rating
Schedule: Schedule A.
Ninth, the range of scores on the Stogdlll Behavior
Cards for the boys was from 6 to 71 and for the girls from
1 to 23.
a. The hypothesis that there Is no significant dif¬
ference between the scores made by the boys from
the middle and lower classes on the Stogdlll Be¬
havior Cards was significant at the .10 level of
confidence. This difference was considered In¬
significant and the null hypothesis retained ac¬
cordingly.
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b. The same bypothesis using the girls as subjects
was significant at the .01 level of confidence.
This difference was considered significant and
the null hypothesis was rejected. The difference
in the mean scores of the middle and lower class
girls, hence cannot be attributed to chance.
The variable of social class status can be as¬
sumed to be closely related to this difference.
This result also indicates that the lower class
girls have a significantly greater number of be¬
havior problems than the middle class girls as
measured by the Stogdill Behavior Cards.
Tenth, the range of scores for the boys on the Hag-
gerty-Olson-Wiokman Behavior Rating Schedule was from 8
to 70 and the girls from 0 to 36.
a. Both the boys and the girls in the upper-middle
and upper-lower classes rated themselves lower on
the scale than the lower-middle and lower-lower
class boys and girls.
b. The hypothesis tested was that there was no sig¬
nificant difference between the means obtained
by the boys in the middle class and lower class
on the Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating
Schedule. The test for significance indicated
that the obtained difference was significant at
the .50 level of confidence. This difference was
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considered due to chance factors arai the null hy¬
pothesis was retained*
b* The same hypothesis using the girls as subjects
was considered Insignificant at the *50 level of
confidence. In like manner, this difference was
concluded to be a result of chance factors and
the null hypothesis was retained.
Eleventh, bullying was rated as the major problem
on the Haggertv-Olson-Wlokman Behavior Rating Schedule
by the boys from all social class groupings. For the
girls, bullying, unpopularity with peers, temper outbursts,
and marked overactIvlty were listed as the major behavior
problems In the upper-middle, lower-middle, upper-lower,
and lower-lower classes respectively.
Twelfth, the hypothesis that there Is no significant
difference between the mean ratings given middle-class
and lower class boys and girls by the teachers was found
to be significant at the .50 level for the boys and the
.10 level for the girls. The null hypothesis was ac¬
cordingly retained for each group.
Thirteenth, the hypothesis that there Is no significant
difference between the mean ratings given the boys and the
girls of the middle and the lower class groupings by their
best friends was found to be significant at the .10 level
for the girls and below the .50 level for the boys. The
null hypothesis was retained for each grouping.
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Fourteenth! the hypothesis that there Is no signifi¬
cant difference between the mean ratings given the boys
and the girls of the middle and the lower class groupings
by their least-liked acquaintances was found to be signi¬
ficant at the .50 level of confidence for the boys and the
*10 level for the girls. The null hypothesis was ac¬
cordingly retained*
Fifteenth, and finally, the major hypothesis of this
thesis that there Is a wide range of behavior problems In
each class and that these behavior problems vary In each
class qualitatively rather than quantitatively, as
measured by the Stogdlll Behavior Cards and the Haggerty-
Olson-Wlckman Behavior Rating Schedule: Schedule A, has
on the whole been supported In light of the foregoing
conclusions*
Relationship of Conclusions to Previous Findings*—
Contradictory to Neugarten's^ findings, the writer con¬
cluded that for this sample of Negro children aged 11
to 15, there Is not a tendency for the children to se¬
lect theli: best friends from within their own social
class. The results In this study may be due to the large
proportion of upper-lower class children in the schools,
thereby providing a wider range for selection of friends
in this class by members In all of the classes. This
thesis supports, for this study sample, Neugarten's
i
Bernice Neugarten, op. clt.
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contention that there Is a tendency for lower class
children to be selected more often as least-liked acquaint¬
ances than to be selected as best friends*
Shaw^ in his study of delinquency recognized social
environment as a factor in delinquency. This study recog¬
nized environmental factors as playing a specific role in
such behavior problems as obscenity, stealing, sex offenses,
truancy and other behavior problems not considered "mild."
2
Holllngshead, in a study of 735 boys and girls in a
small mldwestern town, found that the social status of
parents was a determining factor in the type of behavior
expressed by their offspring. This belief coincides with
the general conclusion derived from this study that there
is a tendency for the type of behavior problem manifested
by the children to alsOv vary in accordance with the social
class of the children. Milner*^ supports this belief in
her statement that "when a person has social training ex¬
periences closely similar to those of another, they will
develop similar personality characteristics." This state¬
ment is based on her study of 30 early-adolescent boys
and girls of the lower-middle and the upper-lower social
classes.
The findings of this study also support the following
1 ^
Clifford R. Shaw and Henry D. McKay, Social Factors
in Juvenile Delinquency (Washington, D. 0., 1931).
2
A. B. Holllngshead, Elmtown’s Youth (New York, 1949).
^Esther Milner, "Effects of Sex Role and Social Status
on the Early Adolescent Personality." &enetio Psychology
Monographs. XL (1949), 231-325.
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statement given by Wlckman;
Teachers' reactions to the behavior of children
are largely determined by the direct effect which
the behavior produces on the teachers themselves*
In so for as the behavior attacks the teachers'
moral sensitivities, personal Integrity, authority,
and Immediate teaching purposes. It becomes recog¬
nized as a problem behavior; In so for as behavior
Is agreeable to teachers, respects their authority,
fits In with their teaching purposes as well as
their ethical beliefs, It Is considered desirable
behavior.^
These studies also Illustrate aspects of behavior
which appear to have some measure of relationship with
social class factors*
Recommendations for Further Study,— In summarizing
the findings of this study, the writer realized that many
areas have not been covered fully. There Is, Indeed, a
need for further research In this area since the litera¬
ture related to It la very limited.
Studies comparing the behavior problems manifested by
Negro and white children of the same social class might
throw light on the nature of the differences which Cxlst
In their living environments.
In order to get a detailed picture of all social
classes and the behavior problems characteristic of each,
the writer recommends that separate studies be made of
each social class and the results compared.
1
E, K. Wlckman, Children's Behavior and Teachers' At¬
titudes (New York, 1928). ”
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Significance of Study.— It Is the hope of the writer
that the results of this study will awaken research-
minded persons to concentrate In this area. The findings
should also Induce hehavlor-prohlem-testmakers to he
more critical of some of their underlying assumptions.
These findings should be useful to teachers, parents,
supervlBors, truant officers and Other persons Interested
In the welfare of children by enabling them to be aware
of some of the behavior problems which might be expected
from children of varying social classes* The writer
further hopes that more attention will be directed to the
so-called "problem child" In the classroom by the teachers
and other persons who deal directly with the child.
Summary*— This thesis has attempted to test the fol¬
lowing hypothesis: there Is a wide range of behavior prob¬
lems In all social classes and that these behavior problems
vary in each class qualitatively rather than quantitatively,
as measured by the Haggerty-Olson-Wlckman Behavior Rating
Schedule: Schedale A and the Stogdlll Behavior Cards.
Material obtained from 50 subjects, 50 best friends,
50 least-liked acquaintances, and 10 teachers comprise the
data* The subjects, the best friends, and least-liked ac¬
quaintances were classified as to position In a social
status system. This was accomplished through a modifica¬
tion of Warner's Index of Status Characteristics* These
ISO scores placed the subjects In the following social
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classes: upper, upper-middle, lower-middle, upper-lower,
and lower-lower with 1, 8, 13, 17 and 11, respectively,
coming from these five classes.
The subjects were rated on the Haggerty-Olson-Wlck-
man Behavior Rating Schedule by their best friends, their
teachers, and their least-liked acquaintances. They also
rated themselves on the same scale. Null hypotheses were
formulated to test differences and relationships between
the variables. The relationship between the ratings by
the best friends and least-liked acquaintances, was tested
for significance. The difference between the means of
the foiir social classes as rated by the teachers was tested
for significance.
The subjects were asked to respond to the Items on the
Stogdlll Behavior Cards and the standard error of the fre¬
quency was computed 45idetermli it. chance'was operating In
the responses given by the subjects. The reliability of
the difference between the means obtained by the subjects
In the various social classes on the Stogdlll Behavior
Cards was tested for significance.
The coefficients of correlation between scores on
the Stogdlll Behavior Cards and the self-ratings on the
Haggerty-Olson-Wlckman Behavior Rating Schedule were com¬
puted for each class and tested for significance.
The behavior problems Indicated by the responses from
the Stogdlll Behavior Cards dnd the ratings on the
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Haggerty-Olson-VTlckman Behavior Rating Schedule were
Itemlzedi ranked and compared for the various classes.
It was concluded on the basis of the ratings on
the Haggerty-Olson-Wlckman Behavior Rating Schedule;
Schedule A and the responses to the Stogdlll Behavior
Cards that behavior problems exist In some quantity In
all social classes, and, to some extent, occur more
frequently in the lower classes. It was found that the
type of behavior problems tends to vary In accordance
with the social class of the subject.
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Dlreetlonqt Pleaao read the otiestlona slvsn helow very carefully
and answer them as truthfully aa poaslble* This information will
be used to get an Idea about the things which serenth graders lllce*
Feel free to ask any questions whioh will help you to fill out
the form correctly*
• « e #
1* Name , ^.f - Address ,
2* Write the name of your best friend In the seventh grade at your
sohool who also knows you very well , ^ ,
Write the name of the child whom you dislike most In the seventh
grade at your sohool : —
♦ ♦ #
3* Do you live with your mothert , Tee , , No* (Check the
one whleh applies*) If xa» do not anwwer the rest of the questions
In this seotlon* but answer those listed under Item 5*
What Is your mother*s nomet ...-t-,- ... - -..-.p,
Does your mother workt Tee . -. . . . No --* If yes* what kind of
work does whs do? ,. Where
does she work? , '
What is the last grads that sho completed In school?
* « «
i^* Do you live with your father? Tea , No_ * If jja* do not
answer the rest of the questions in this ssotlon* but answer those
under Item 5#
What Is your father*8 name?
Does your father work? Tea ^ No . If yes* what kind of
work does he do?
Where does he work?
, ■ How many
days a week does he work? ,
What la the last grade he consisted In sohool?
♦ • ♦
5* If you are not living td.th your mother or father* write the name of
the person with whom you are living and who la directly responsible
for your care*
Name EeXation to you
What type of work does this parson do?.^ ^
Where does l^she work? , ^ ■ ^
How many days a week does he-she work? - ^ ^ „
What Is the last grade he-phe completed In echool?
Write the name of another adult In your home who also supports you
-
, r..,.-— ■---IT r-'- - What'typ« of work does '
4
■ this parson dot ^ , Whers
does he-shs work?
^ What





Sox Aeo Race .
Occupation (head of household) J
,








Sax . , Aeo . Race . . . . . : -





Social Glass (ost) ^ , . ISG_,
Education (last year in school). I iiiiiii ii it III dHtn»ii««liHi MUkktmmiif tm m ■ntnJ,
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APPENDIX 0
DERIVATION OF IS0»S AND SOCIAL CLASS FOR THE










1 20 Physician Fees 113 20 U
2 19 Minister Salary 114 24 UM
3 18 Minister Salary 114 24 UM
4 16 Minister Salary 2 14 211 UM
5 16 Minister Salary 2 14 27 UM
6 19 Business School Salary 12 4 29 UM
7 16
Teacher
High School Salary 2 2 4 32 UM
8 16
Teacher
Employment Salary 2 3 4 37 UM
9 16
Agent
Elem. School Salary 234 37 UM
10 16
Teacher
Market Owner Profits 243 38 LM
11 12 Printing Profits 433 39 LM
12 15
Business
Public Rela- Salary 334 40 LM
13 15
tlons Dir.
Nursery Sch. Salary 334 40 LM
14 16
Teacher


















Railway Mall Salary 344 45 LM
18 16
Clerk
Plasterer Wages 2 4 6 46 LM





Salary 254 47 LM
21 16 Postman Salary 254 47 LM
1
These values are derived from the Index of Status
Characteristics as reproduced In Appendix D.
2
The ISC was derived hy multiplying the scale values by













22 12 Cafe Owner Profits 4 5 3 49 LM
23 11 Mechanic Wages 5 4 5 55 DL
24 12 Chef Cook Wages 4 5 5 57^ UL
2? 12 Beautician Wages 4 5 5 57 DL26 12 Shoe Repairman Wages 4 5 5 57 UL
27 12 Beautician Wages 4 5 5 57 UL
28 8 Tailor Wages 6 4 5 58 UL
29 14 Maid Wages 3 6 5 59 DL
30 14 Waitress Wages 3 6 5 59 DL
31 10 Shoe Maker Wages 5 5 5 60 DL
32 12 Truck Driver Wages 4 6 5 62 DL
2? 12 Maid Wages 4 6 5 62 DL34
35
12 Chauffeur Wages 4 6 5 62 UL
8 Carpenter (appren¬
tice)
Wages 6 5 5 63 UL




Wages 6 5 5 63 DL
37 11 Wages 5 6 5 65 DL
38 6 Practical Nurse Wages 7 5 5 66 UL
2? 6 Upholsterer Wages 7 5 5 66 UL12 Latindress Wages 4 7 5 6T LL
41 12 Porter Wages 4 7 5 67 LL
42 10 Porter Wages 5 7 5 70 LL
11 Porter Wages 5 7 5 70 LL
44 1 Maid Wages 7 6 5 71 LL6 Maid Wages 7 6 5 71 LL
46 4 Coffee Roaster Wages 7 6 5 71 LL
47 8 Laborer Wages 6 7 5 73 LL
48 ? Laborer Wages 6 7 5 73 LL49 o Laborer (city) Wages 7 7 5 76 LL
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Behavior Rating Behaviw Rating
SCHEDULE A; BEHAVIOR PROBLEM RECORD
Score
Name ^, School ^
















6. Is he slovenly or neat in personal appearance?
Unkempt, Rather Inconspicuous Is concerned Fastidious,
Very slovenly negligent about dress Foppish
(5) ' (4) (2) (I) (3)
Score
Directions for Using Directions for Using
Schedule A
Below is a list of behavior problems sometimes foimd in chil¬
dren. Put a cross (x) in the appropriate column after each
item to designate how frequently such behavior has occurred
in your experience with this child. A cross should appear in
some column after each item. The munbers are to be disregarded













Disinterest in School Work 0 4 6 7
Cheating 0 4 6 7
Unnecessary Tardiness 0 4 6 7
Lying 0 4 6 7
Defiance to Discipline 0 4 6 7 ’
Marked Overactivity a 8 12 14
Unpopular with Children. 0 8 12 14
Temper Outbursts 0 8 12 14
Bullying 0 8 12. 14
Speech Difficulties 0 8 . 12 14
Imaginative L)dng 0 12 18 21
Sex Offenses 0 12 18 21
Stealing 0 12 18 21
Truancy 0 12 T8 21
Obscene Notes, Talk,or Pictures 0 12 18 21
Directions for scoring. Transfer the numbers you have
marked for the different items to the right-hand column, headed
“Score." Add the numbers to secure the total score, and record
the total in the upper right-hand corner of this sheet.
r - 1 Total Score.
Schedule B
1. Do not consult anyone in making your judgments.
2. In rating a person on a partic lar trait, disregard every other trait but
that one. Many ratings are rendered valueless because the rater allows
himself to be influenced by a general favorable or unfavorable impression
that he has formed of the person.
3. When you have satisfied yourself as to the standing of this person in the
trait on which you are rating him, indicate your rating by placing a cross
(X) immediatdy above the most appropriate descriptive phrase.
4. If you are rating a child, try to make your ratings by comparing him with
children of his own age.
5. The masculine pronoun (he) has been used throughout for convenience.
It applies whether the person whom you are rating is male or female.
6. In making your ratings, disregard the small numbers which appear below
the descriptive phrases. They are for use in scoring.
DIVISION I
1. How intelligent is he ?
Feeble- Dull Equal of averaae Bright
minded child on street




2. Is he abstracted or wide awake ?
T~:,—ContiQually
~1
Frequently Usually wide- Keedly
absorbed in becomes present- awake alive and
himsell abstracted minded alert
(5) (4) (2)- (1) (3)
3. Is his attention sustained ?
Distracted: Jumps Difficult to Attends Is absorbed Able to hold
rapidly from one - keep at task adequately in what he attention for
thing to another until completed does long periods
(5) (4) (3) (1) (2)-
4. Is he slow or quick in thinking?
Extremely Slugidsh, Thinlm with Agile- Exceedingly
slow Plodding ordinary speed minded rapid
(5) (4) (2) (1) (3)
6. Is he slovenly or careful in his thinking ?
Very slovenly Inexact, Moderately Consistent Precise
and illogical A dabbler careful and logical
(S) (4) (2) (1) - (3)
6. Is he mentally lazy or active ?
Interests Lethargic,' Is ordinarily Eaua Shows ^hyper-
lazy and inert Idles along active
(1)
activity
(5) (3) (2) (4)
I 7. Is he indifferent or does he take interest in things ?
Is indiifferent, Dninquisitive, . Displays usual






























10. Can he compete with others on a physical basis?
We^ and Has some physical Can hold Is stronger Has excep-
handicapped difficulties his own than most tional streimtb
(5) (3) (2) (1) (4)











I.*!. Is he easily fatigued?
Shows quick Does not have Endures Rarely shows Unusually
exhaustion ordinary satisfactorily fatigue vigorous
endurance and robust
(4) . (3) . (1) (2) (S)
13. How does he impress you with regard to masculine or feminine traits ?
(Note. If subject is male, rate on first line; if female, use second line.)
Is a “sissy” Slightly Has average Very Entirelymasculine,
effeminate boy qualities masculine A “buck”







boyish girl qualities feminine




14. Does he lack nerve, or is he courageous?
-White-livered,. Gets Will take reason- Resolute Daredevil
Fearful “cold feet” able chances




















































































(5) (4) (2) (1)

































































































26. Is he even-temperea or moody ?
Stolid, Generally Is happy or Strong and Has periods of
Rare changes very even- depressed as frequent changes extreme elations
of mood tempered conditions warrant of mood or depressions
(3) (1) (2) (4) (5)
26. Is he easily discouraged or is he persistent ?
Melts before Gives up before Gives Persists until . Never
slight obstacles adequate everything convinced of gives in.
or objections trial a fair tri^ mistake Obstinate
(5) (3) (1) (2) (4)
27. Is he generally depressed or cheerful ?
Dejected, Generally Usually in Cheerful, Hilaiious
Melancholic, dispirited good humor Animated,
In the dumps Chirping
(3) (4) (1) (2) (5)
28. Is he sympathetic ?
Inimical, Unsympathetic, ^ .1Ordinarily Sympathetic,
1
Very
Aggravating, Disobliging, friendly and Warm-hearted affectionate
Cruel Cold cordial
(5) (4) (2) (1) (31
29. How does he react to frustrations or to unpleasant situations ?





Long-suffering Rarely self-controUed Hot-headed,
blows up Explosive
(3) (2) (1) (4) (S)
30. Does he worry or is he easy-going ?
Constantly worrying Apprehensive, Does not Easy-going Entirely care free,
about something, Often worries worry without Never worries,
Hasmany anxieties unduly cause Light-hearted
(4) (2) (1) (3) (S)
Score
31. How does he react to examination or to discussion ofhimself or his problems ?
Refuses flatly Volunteers Conservatively Quite willing Entirely uninhibited,
to cooperate nothing, cooperative to codperate Tells eveiything,
Must be punmed Enjoys it
(S) (3) (2) (1) (4)
32. Is he suspicious or trustful ?
Very suspicious, Has to be Generally Somewhat Accepts every-
Distrustful assmed unsuspicious gullible thing ?rithout
and trustful. question
(S) (3) (1) (2) (4)
33. Is he emotionally calm or excitable ?
No emotional re- Emotions Responds Is easily Extreme reactions.
sponses. Apathetic, are slowly quite aroused Hysterical,
Stuporous aroused normally High-strung
(4) (2) (1) (3) (5)
34. Is he negatlvistic or suggestible ?
Negatlvistic, ^ 1•Complies Is generally Rather easily Follows any
Contrary slowly open-minded persuaded suggestion
(5) (4) (1) (2) (3)
36. Does he act impulsively or cautiously ?
Impulsive, Bolts, Frequently Acts with Delillerate Very cautious
Acts on the spur unreflective reasonable and calculatuur
of the moment and imprudent care
(3) (4) (2) (1) (3)
- Total, Division IV.
[61
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